Others talk...
...Retell talks Sense

BlackBerry® Mobile Phone Recording

Mobile Phone Recording
Freedom, compliance and reduced risk
With mobility comes risk?
The ability to keep in contact with
colleagues and customers when
out of the office is vital to maintain
competitive position and good
relationships. Mobile phones have
evolved rapidly and with the advent
of BlackBerry® and MS Smart phones
have become even more compelling
for business communication. These
two devices are the mobiles of
choice for financial traders, dealers,

investment bankers and many
other organisations. The emergency
services, breakdown services
and delivery companies are also
becoming heavily reliant on these
versatile and powerful business
tools. Increasingly instructions,
confirmations, orders and important
decisions are now relayed remotely
and rapidly via mobile handsets. With
this freedom there is an element

It seems unlikely to make
regulatory sense to record
landlines if you cannot cover
mobiles as well.
Financial Services Authority
of risk, and until now the tracking
of conversations on mobiles has
been complicated, unreliable and
expensive.

Managing risk
In any organisation where there are
commercial reasons to record landline calls and where staff also make
similar calls on mobile phones it is
logical to record those mobiles. As
accountability and risk management
become increasingly important
regulatory bodies like the Financial

Services Authority (FSA) have made
it a requirement for many financial
services firms to record landline calls.
In any case recording mobile devices
when your organisation records landlines makes sense, now it’s available
and affordable.

About Retell
Retell has manufactured telephone
recording equipment since 1986.
We are an ethical, well capitalised,
financially secure company. Our focus
is on developing reliable, innovative
products and services that are

designed to improve the business
performance of our customers.
Retell offers secure, easy to use,
cost effective solutions that enable
all businesses, both large and small,
to record all landline and mobile

phone conversations in one place.
With mobiles securely recorded, staff
are free to do business wherever
and whenever they need to and
still comply with any regulatory or
internal record keeping requirements.

When the mobile handset makes
or receives a call the Retell Sense
Smart recording software creates
a second call which is routed to
a telephone number (DDI- Direct
Dial Inward) within your existing

landline range. Your Sense recorder is
intelligent, it recognises the number
dialled answers the call and records
it, simple. A hosted service is also
available.

numbers can be included as a free
number within your mobile contract.
Alternatively, for a smaller number
of users calls can be conferenced
to Retell’s hosted recording service

for a monthly fee. Because each
recorded mobile creates a conference
call your inbound calls may increase
necessitating an increase in lines.

Smart Mobile Recording
With this application the beauty
is in the simplicity, there is no
need to route calls through PBXs,
no gateways requiring additional
hardware, no manual intervention
and no long connection periods.

Other considerations
Each handset requires a one off
recording license, and each call will
attract a normal mobile to landline
charge for the additional leg of the
call to the Sense recorder. Often these
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Sense Smart Record
Extend voice security to mobile workers
Sense Smart Record is a mobile application that enables
any call recording system to record mobile calls.
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Records incoming and outgoing mobile calls seamlessly
Mobiles are additional extensions to the recorder
Secure, on site, encrypted storage of calls onto hard drive
Users make, receive and pass calls as normal
Calls connect almost instantly depending on network
Easy to deploy and support
Splash screen to advise users that calls are recorded
Business continuity during a disaster recovery plan
Three options available (see below)
Integrates with new or existing active Retell recorders
Compatible with all mobile networks*
No change in telephone number or sim card
Normal dialling and address book dialling unchanged
No additional call routing costs if calls to landline included in your mobile contract
Choice of one off payment or monthly hosted service

Description

Ideal For

Minimum Requirements

Financial services where there is
a regulatory requirement - banks,
stockbrokers, fund managers,
traders where giving advice to
clients or placing a trade

Mobile:
BlackBerry®, 8700, 8707, 8100, 8110, 8220, 8300,
8310, 8320, 8800, 8820, 8900, 9000, 9700

Healthcare – doctors on call,
midwives, clinicians

Mobile:
BlackBerry® 7230, 7290, 8700, 8707, 8100, 8110,
8220, 8300, 8310, 8320, 8520, 8800, 8820, 8900,
9000, 9700

1. Compulsory Recording
Enforced automatic recording
for Compliance
Users cannot bypass recording
when used with a BlackBerry®
Enterprise Server (BES)
Includes risk alerts and call logs
to monitor recorded employees

BlackBerry® Smartphone OS5 & Above
BlackBerry® Storm only available with on demand
recording

2. Automatic Recording
All calls automatically recorded
but user has the option to turn
recording off. e.g. to make
personal calls

Public Sector and Emergency
Services
Remote workers for training or
monitoring
Financial services – insurance
brokers, IFA’s

BlackBerry® Smartphone OS5 & Above
BlackBerry® Storm only available with on demand
recording

3. On Demand Recording
User presses button on mobile
to start recording during any
incoming or outgoing call

Anyone wanting to keep a record
of important mobile conversations
Lawyers, surveyors, estate
agents, architects, consumer
protection etc.

Mobile:
BlackBerry®: 7230, 7290, 8700, 8707, 8100, 8110,
8120, 8220, 8300, 8310, 8320, 8520, 8800, 8820,
8830, 8900, 9000, 9500, 9520, 9700, Storm
BlackBerry® Smartphone OS5 & Above

* Fastest connections are on the Orange network
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Mobile Phone Recording
Frequently asked questions
1.

How does Sense SR
work?
Software supplied by
Voxsmart and loaded onto
the BlackBerry® effectively
conferences in the chosen
call recorder on every call
using mobile network
conferencing. A second
call is made automatically
on every incoming and
outgoing call to the DDI of
the designated Retell call
recorder to start recording.

2.

4.

Which Retell voice
recorders can be
integrated?
Sense, Ruby Line or Voice
Explorer

5.

7.

Does Sense SR work
with our existing call
recording system
Yes, when an active Sense
Recording Interface is
connected between your
recorder and PABX

Are there any hidden
charges?
No. The only charges are a
per user Licence Fee. There
is a per minute cost for the
second mobile call to join
the recorder. This is on a
UK landline number and is
usually included free in the
mobile contract.

8.

How does Sense SR
differ from other
technologies to record
mobiles?
Other mobile recording
technologies re-route calls
off the mobile network.
This introduces delays on
connection of up to 20
seconds compared to 1-2
seconds using Sense SR.
Also additional hardware is
necessary making mobile
recording more expensive.

How is Sense SR
deployed?
The Voxsmart software is
loaded by a BlackBerry®
Enterprise Server push for
BlackBerry®, by connecting
the mobile to a PC to
load files or over the air
download.

Is Sense SR mobile
carrier specific?
Sense SR is compatible
with all networks. Orange
has the fastest connection
speeds.

Is there any user training
or support needed?
Users make and receive
calls as normal. The only
instruction is to clear the
Sense SR splash screen by
pressing the back button if
wanting to use the keys on
a call.

3.

6.

9.

What is the user
experience?
Users make and receive
calls as normal. As the
call connects the screen
goes blank momentarily
whilst the second call to
the recorder is set up and
then a Voxsmart splash
screen will appear and the
coversation can start.

10. Is there an
announcement?
Not on the Sense SR
application. If the customer
wants an announcement
this should be set up on
their voice recorder or
PABX.
11. FSA and recording
mobiles?
From November 2011 the
Financial Services Authority
(FSA) requires firms to
record all ‘relevant’ mobile
phone conversations.
Conversations on fixed
line and mobile phones
relating to taking client
orders and leading to
a conclusion of a trade
in the equity, bond and
financial commodity and
derivatives markets should
be recorded. This regulation
affects investment banks,
stockbrokers, inter broker
dealers, futures and options
traders, hedge fund
managers, fund managers
etc. The recordings must
be retained for at least 6
months, not be tampered
with and be available if
needed by the FSA. The
FSA wants to have records
of telephone calls to
provide contemporaneous
evidence in disciplinary
cases, and to prevent and
deter market abuse and
insider trading.
As the FSA requires firms to
record landline calls relating
to mortgage arrears it is
likely this will extend to
mobile phone calls in the
future.
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How Sense Smart Works
Simplicity and Security
1. A call is made or received on your BlackBerry® Smart Phone

2. Recording application initiates

3. ‘Recording Active’ displayed

4. The call is conferenced to your PABX

5. The call is automatically recorded

6. Desktop search and replay for call
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Investment Sense
For Finance Directors and Compliance Managers
Call recording is an essential part of business life for
thousands of companies. In fact it is a regulatory
requirement for many in the finance, security,
mortgage and insurance sectors. It makes sense to
protect your company against costly, time consuming
‘who said what’ disputes. Sense is designed to record
and manage your calls leading to improved business
performance and a rapid return on investment.
Retell is more than a call recording company. Our mission
is to make business life easier with a range of products
designed to improve performance. We supply products
to every type of industry and every size of business and
offer a range of ownership options that will reduce capital
expenditure and return your investment rapidly.

Good quality recordings of voice
conversations and of electronic
communications assist firms and
the FSA in the detection of
inappropriate behaviour, and its
investigation and punishment.
From March 2009 many traders,
dealers, hedge fund managers and
brokers will be required to record their
phone conversations.
Financial Services Authority

Ideal for
•

Eliminating unnecessary and costly
concessions to customers

•

Complying with Financial Services
Authority (FSA) regulations

•

Completing more transactions properly
and less transactions twice

•

Avoiding punitive measures by the FSA
due to non-compliance

•

Avoiding time consuming disputes or the
potential for litigation

•

Replaying professional advice with no
additional costs

•

Reducing aborted deliveries due to
inaccurate order details

•

Restructuring your business process by
replacing note taking

Features
•

Choice of system-choice of cost

•

Low entry cost with short-term
rental

•

Leasing to reduce capital
expenditure and increase tax
advantages

•

Low cost, easy expansion with no
practical or artificial limits

•

Save on installation, your IT
Manager can install, or we install

•

BlackBerry® & Windows mobile
recording option

•

Check the costs savings on our
Return on Investment calculator

•

Voice Firewall option to prevent
hacking into your phone system
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Technical Sense
For IT and Comms Managers
Retell has partnered with the world’s largest supplier of ISDN
stacks to provide the quality and robustness that is required in the
telephony world. We have complete control of all the code, giving
stability, reliability, and the ability to integrate and tailor features
to individual customer requirements. Sense can be purchased as a
full recording system with server and software or as an interface to
connect into customer supplied hardware.
Retell has a recording system covering every customer requirement including
DASS2, DPNSS, QSIG, SIP trunks, digital, VoIP, analogue extensions and mixed
protocols. A Sense integrators guide is available on request for major integrators.

Information
•

ISDN 30, ISDN 2, analogue and
VoIP integrated recording

•

Each Analogue interface
accommodates 8 lines

•

Sense recording interface only
or full system with server

•

Each ISDN 30 E1 interface
accommodates 30 channels

•

240 channels per PC with
any combination of ISDN,
VoIP and analogue

•

Each ISDN 2 BRI interface
accommodates 4 lines/8
channels (4 ports)

•

Compressed and Triple DES
encrypted recordings
as standard

•

SQL Server 2008 Standard
Edition option

•

Full D channel decoding for
dialled and called numbers

•

SQL Server 2008 Express Edition •
not limited by the 10Gb limit
•
High impedence parallel tap
mode as standard
•
Interface connects to PC by USB
•
2.0

•
•

Same hardware family for ISDN
30, ISDN2, analogue
Easy expansion with same
software for one to hundreds
of channels

•
•
•

Supports Windows XP Server
2003, Windows 7 & Vista

Interface fits in DVD drive bay

•

Voice Firewall option to prevent toll fraud
Active features including CLI Decoration for
accurate call matching
BlackBerry® mobile recording option
‘Your calls are being recorded’
customisable announcement
Pause recording for PCI DSS compliance

Choose from
Sense Client Interface:

Sense Call Analyser:

•

Easy self-install for trunk
side recording

•

•

Integrate with your own
storage media

Full system with
integrated call
management

•

•

Same form factor as a standard
DVD/CD drive bay

Includes server, TFT
monitor, keyboard and
mouse

•

Designed to be intuitive to use
without training

•

•

Unlimited client licences as
standard

Call management,
reporting and playback
in one screen

•

•

Optional Live wallboard feature
with call statistics

Identify extensions,
geographical location,
call costs and toll fraud

•

Live calls in progress showing
ringing time, duration and
abandoned calls

•

Utilises information
output from the SMDR
(call logging) port of the
PABX

•

Voice Firewall option

•

Alarms alerting user to
disconnection or power
failure and toll fraud
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Manufactured and supported in the UK by
Retell Ltd, 53 Thames Street, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex,TW16 5QH, England
Tel: +44 (0)1932 779755 Fax +44 (0)1932 780383
email: sales@retell.co.uk Website: www.retellrecorders.co.uk
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